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The Millennium Project has started an international assessment of how to 
govern the potential transition from Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI) to 
potential Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). 

Key themes:

- Origin of Self-Emergence

- Value Alignment, Morality, Values

- Governance and Regulations

- Control

Transition from Narrow to General 

Artifical Intelligence



The views of 55 AGI leaders in the U.S., China, UK, Canada, EU, and 
Russia were collected. These experts were invited to address only 
those questions they preferred to address. Some experts were 
interviewed, some submitted written answers.

The analysis of Phase 1 will be used for an international assessment 
(Real-Time Delphi – RTD). The result of the RTD and Phase 1 will be 
used to generate content for alternative scenarios focusing on global 
governance of AGI. 

These scenarios will be widely distributed to broaden and            
deepen the current conversation about future AI.

Phase 1







NB! The inputs and views in this presentation are taken 

from the report and reflect the views of the interviewees. 

An attempt has been made to present a comprehensive 

range of respondents' views – often conflicting ones –

although some emphasis has been placed on the most 

frequently encountered responses. 

At the end of this presentation, some comments and 

feedback from the presentation are given.



Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI)

The kind of AI we have today: each software application has a single 
specific purpose.

                     Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

A general-purpose AI that can learn, edit its code, and act 
autonomously to address novel and complex problems set by humans 
with novel and complex strategies that are similar to or better than 
what humans could do.

Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI)

An articial superintelligence that far exceeds human powers and has 
become independent of humans, developing its own purposes, goals, 
and strategies without human understanding,                           
awareness, or control and continually increases its                 
intelligence and scope of action beyond humanity as-a-whole.

DEFINITIONS USED



Transition from Narrow to 
General Artifical Intelligence

• The progress of AI is not likely to slow down, 
but accelerate.

• The timeline is strict. AGI could be within ten 
to twenty years, whereas, an international 
AGI treaty could take more than ten on 
twenty years.

• If the initial conditions of AGI are not ”right”, 
it could evolve into the kind of ASI that is not 
aligned with humanity’s interests.

• The most critical AGI issues are

• Global governance

• AGI’s initial conditions

• Public awareness



What is the Narrative for AI? For AGI?

Who is winning the race for AI?



Junhua Zhu at FIIA (Finnish Institute of International Affaitrs) 

seminar 14th Sept 2023: Challenges in the Chinese Innovation ecosystem 

- AI as a Case    He is doing his doctoral thesis on AI and ethics at University     

of Turku



Junhua Zhu at FIIA seminar 14th Sept 2023

https://www.fiia.fi/en/event/forac-project-final-event

Challenges in the Chinese Innovation ecosystem - AI as a Case

https://www.fiia.fi/en/event/forac-project-final-event




Osmo Kuusi Initiative: Helsinki Node/MILLENNIUM 
PROJECT -> Letter to Ministry for Foreign Affairs -> UN

Ways to avoid risks related to the transition from the Artificial Narrow Intelligence ANI to the Artificial General 

Intelligence AGI

Finland suggests that one key theme of the UN Summit of the Future (2024) should be the 

global control of the rapidly developing AI !

Based on statements of the key experts cited in the MP study, it is highly important to 

launch UN Agency concerning the AGI. Because USA and China are now key developers of 

the AI, the Agency could be co-chaired by USA and China. Basic risks of the AGI that the 

possible UN AGI Agency has to handle concern the transparency and the trustfulness of 

action recommendations made by the possible AGI. These are also basic challenges of the 

proper public governance that uses the AI in the informing or delivery of public services. 

So, national public sector projects concerning the proper use AI can be relevant tools in the 

global control efforts of the possible AGI. In Finland, the AuroraAI project 2019-2022 

focused on public services and discussed the transparency and the trustfulness problems 

of AI based services.



• AI models for every modality, for every sector and customized for countries and 
individuals (rather than for the advertiser’s interest)

• Creating embodied agents (e.g., robots) is a path to achieve an AGI 

• AGI will be like a new species. If it is nonhuman-like, then we cannot predict the 
collaboration with humans, especially if it is multidimensional or creates 
multidimensional reality.

• Humanity might be a passing phase in the evolution of intelligence

• Incompetent AI that makes mistakes – That’s the biggest danger and the one that 
unfortunately gets the least attention, because maybe it's the least obvious

• Digital environment might change each 6 months.

• Extinction of human species  (‘We are all in this boat together’ Nick Boström)

Possible Trajectories foreseen by the respondents 



• LLMs (Language Learning Models)

• Neuroscience (brain mimicry is the most potential 
development path)

• Reinforcement learning vs. embed values from the 
beginning

• Embodied agents (learning world models from 
observation)

Next in AGI development?



AGI development itself should not be regulated.

 

It is more about WHO controls the development 

and use of AGI.

Message from many of the respondents



1. We should not control the development of AI, e.g. 
researchers.

2. We should try to control who uses AI and for which 
purposes.

3. We should promote education so that people would be 
aware and report misuses.

On the other hand:

’We don’t sell hand grenades or nuclear bombs 

in a supermarket, we have rules for this’ (Max Tegmark)

Arguments of respondents for this message



Government resolutions will have a zero impact. 

It is dangerous for policy makers to regulate a technology 
that they don’t understand.

However,

ASI can evolve from AGI without human awareness and 
understanding.

→The only way to influence ASI’s relations to humanity is a 
governance system of the initial conditions for AGI.

AGI reflections by respondents



• Feedback loops that allow humans to intervene

• Ability to pause and evaluate the AGI when it does something 
unexpected or undesirable

• A governance model for criteria for knowing when the AGI should be 
autonomous and when it should check with humans.

• Users to be able to change the behavior of the AI they’re using

The control system (super ego for AI) must operate at a 
higher level of complexity than the system it is controlling!

Proposed elements for AGI



Beginning to explore and assess rules for governance of 
AGI will not stifle its development, since such rules would 
not be in place for at least ten years.

We should start preparing this before AGI exists – that might 
not be aligned with humanity’s interest.

→ Focus on governing the use of AGI.



• International agreement, not 193 different rules

• (UN Convention/Treaty/Agency on AGI)

• Trust is key! Nash equilibrium – an "optimal strategy" that is beneficial for everyone

• Staged approach, not ”one shot to get it right”

• Decentralization of power and AGI systems

• Transparency and open development

• Flexibility and responsiveness to new developments in AGI

• Multidisciplinary and collaborative approach

• Oversight bodies

• audit standards, e.g. inspections, fines, and sanctions

• certification processes

• Stress-testing against a wide range of possible future scenarios 

Proposed elements for Governance

• (not only the AGI related but also in the broader context, such 

as climate change, mis- and disinformation, societal 

upheavel due to increased inequality)



• Any ”global” model or governance can be easily designed to keep status quo for 
the current leader in AI race

• It is dangerous for policy makers to regulate a technology that they don’t 
understand

• Defining terms that are universally binding might be difficult, e.g. how to define a 
risk, can different definitions lead to conflicts? (even defining a risk may be risky)

• A powerful global governance can be taken over

• The real challenge is how to get governments to adopt sufficient governance 
mechanisms

• The only layer that legislators might be able to control is the hardware substrate, 
not on the software level

• The main complication within a few years will be AGI’s taking almost everyone´s 
job, and we will need universal basic income in the developed world in order to
prevent a real risk of complete chaos.

Challenges for Governance



Should we have open-source models?

How can the use of AGI by organized 

crime and terrorism be reduced or 

prevented?



Threats to Humanity?



Yes!

• Rights are part of the social contract → When AI enters, they should be accorded 
the same rights as human participants in the social contract.

• Assigning rights to AGIs also helps create mutual respect and cooperation 
between AGIs and humans.

No!

• They would need be sentient and conscious in order to have rights.

• It can lead to a situation where we need to ask them to give us rights.

Different views on 

’Should AGI have rights?’



AGI will become very influential of convincing and figuring out what is more 
convincing to people over time.

Should we use AGI to assist humanity in determining what should be humanity’s 
further values and objectives? Possible challenges:

• AI giving bad advices, we don’t know how it works

• AGI might “infantilize’ us

Guidance or manipulation?



• People need to find meaning and to be enabled for more enlightenment

• End of human dominated history (what happens to advertising, news etc.?)

• How will AI change ethics? Technology changes society and therefore our values

• Should we aim for posthumanist perspective? Humanist perspective doesn’t 
protect natural world

• How to live without digital technology? 

• If we determine that it is impossible to create an aligned ASI, we might need to 
remove even small compute capacity in order to prevent human extinction

Post-AGI future?



AI Alignment problem 
= a challenge of ensuring that artificial intelligence systems act in 
accordance with human values and goals.

Should we try to achieve an AGI/ASI that is aligned with human values?

Yes!
• ASI will be so much more powerful than humans → the biggest challenge is to make it care,

•  aligning according to e.g. SSIVA (Sapient and Sentient Intelligence Value Arguments)

No!
• An AI system that is uncertain about the human preferences is obliged to ask permission before undertaking 

potentially harmful actions → not fully autonomous

• What are human values? It is difficult to reach a consensus on universally held values. 

→ focus on objective functions that the AI is going to optimize, ie. aligning AI’s behavior to objectives 
rather than values



For example:

Should AGI have rights? If so, which ones?

How to prevent AGI from using subliminal techniques                                                    
to manipulate humans for nefarious purposes?

Questions for discussion in FFRC AI 

Horizons sensemaking group organised by 

Dr Maria Höyssä, Senior Advisor, 

Committee for the Future, Parliament of 

Finland
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• Selected interviewees were very heavily male-dominated, and 

mostly from US (or China)

• Would people from Global South or Nordic welfare states bring 

different views in the debate?

• An analysis by respondents' backgrounds would make interesting 

reading

• Interesting/alarming to hear that in many of the respodents’ view 

there is no desire to regulate the developmet of AI, as it is the 

dominant view in many fields and in public debate.

• Can politicians act on AI – or are they bystanders like us?

Comments from the Discussion/FFRC AI 

Group on MP Study1/3

 



• What is the ecosystem of AI – what does it mean in  our whole digital 

transformation?

• In the report, there were many mentions of treaties and agencies 

such as IAEA. However, setting up such an agency will be much 

more challenging than the IAEA. One difference is that in the case of 

nuclear technology, the concerning use (atomic bombs) was not 

theoretical or under development – it existed, and several countries 

had it. It is harder to agree on an international definition of ethics for 

the use of AI (which is still emerging).

Comments from the Discussion/FFRC AI 

Group on MP Study 2/3 



• Interesting point of contrafactuals as causal model of the world for AGI 

(communicate knowledge by using counterfactuals)

• Metaphors as the basis for the human intelligence

• What narratives could be elaboratored? For AI and AGI?

• The origin of AI more should be thoroughly probed

• Dan Brown’s Origin and other sci fi literature could be 

                                                  explored and analysed

Comments from the Discussion/FFRC AI 

Group on MP Study 3/3 



Two research projects funded by the Academy of 
Finland (now Research Council of Finland) 
at FFRC with the Millennium project as a 
collaborating network

1) RESCUE Real Estate and Sustainable Crisis Management in Urgan Environment

Karl-Heinz Steinmuller (MP German Node) as member in the International Advisory Board 

https://www.rescue-finland.com/

https://www.utu.fi/en/university/turku-school-of-economics/finland-futures-research-centre/research/rescue

2) T-WINNING SPACES  Winning Spatial Solutions for Future Work, enabling the double twin transtion of digital/green and 

virtual/physical transforming our societies by 2035iversity/turku-school-of-economics/finland-futures-research-centre/research/t-

winning-spaces-

Jerome Glenn as member in the International Advisory Board

Mara di Berardo as special affiliate expert (MP Italian Node)

https://research.aalto.fi/fi/projects/t-winning-spaces-2035-toivonen

https://www.utu.fi/en/university/turku-school-of-economics/finland-futures-research-centre/research/t-winning-spaces-2035

Contact: Sirkka Heinonen

https://www.utu.fi/en/university/turku-school-of-economics/finland-futures-research-centre/research/t-winning-spaces-
https://www.utu.fi/en/university/turku-school-of-economics/finland-futures-research-centre/research/t-winning-spaces-


Thank You!

photo by courtesy of Burgert Maree

sirkka.heinonen@utu.fi
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